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Abstract 
This thesis deals with the top~cs of dynamics, singularities and controllablllty of constrained 
mechanical systems such as closed loop mechanisms and parallel man~pulators Such systems 
differ from the more common serial manipulators in having more than one loop with one 
or more passive joints, resulting in more complex kinematics, a differential algebra~c set of 
equations describing their dynamics, and more complicated conditions for controllabikty 
On the topic of dynamics, it is shown that the use of Newton Euler formulation together 
with the use of Cartesian (or task) space variables, often leads to simpler dynamic equations 
of motion for constrained systems In particular it is shown that when the number of actuated 
joints are same as the Cartesian (or task) degrees of freedom, the dynam~cs can be modelled 
by a set of ordinary differential equatlons and the algebraxc constraints do not appear 
The force transformation matrix IS introduced to transform actuator forces and torques 
to the Cartesian space forces and torques The singularity, associated with the gain of one 
or more degrees of freedom of a constrained mechanical system, is related to the loss of 
rank of the force transmiss~on matrlx and also related to the geometrical concepts of Plucker 
coordinates and Grassman geometry 
The controllablllty of the constrained systems is evaluated by use of Lle algebra, and 
the relat~onshlp between the slngulanties and the controllab~lity of several constrained me- 
chanical system are invest~gated It is shown that for systems, where the dynamic equations 
of motron can be represented by ordmary d~fferential equatlons, the singulmtres In the 
workspace of the constrained mechanical system 1s a subset of the uncontrollable regons 
In systems, where Lagrange multipliers representmg constraint force and torques cannot be 
ehminated, the uncontrollable regon rs more complicated since the Lagrange multipliers can 
become ~nfinite while the input forces and torques can stay fin~te However, such systems are 
also uncontrollable at the s~ngularit~es (considering mput actuat~ons) Finally, ~t IS shown 
that for redundant systems(from actuation newpoint), the s~ngular and uncontrollable re 
gons are considerably reduced at the cost of smaller workspace 
The above results have been arrived at after extens~ve numerical simulations involving 
nine planar and spatial mult~ loop mechanisms, parallel and hybrid manipulators 
